CASE STUDY
your data our business

A VIRTUALISATION, DISASTER RECOVERY & CAD SOLUTION

Antedata uses Syneto Storage to
consolidate storage for CAD projects,
files and VMware virtual machines as well
as to achieve true Disaster Recovery.

The Highlights
Industry
Specialised CAD data storage
solutions

The Problem
Lack of a backup solution for
VMware virtual machines,
CAD projects and files as well
as the need for a true Disaster
Recovery solution. Other
issues including the need for
better data access times and
better resource efficiency.

The Solution
Use Syneto Storage to provide
fast, incremental backups with
VMware integration. Provide
disaster recovery with backup
and replication to a separate
appliance. Speed up operations
with an SSD cacheing layer
and increase resource usage
with Storage Efficiency
features.

Customer Profile
Antedata was founded in
2012 and implements high
performance CAD data storage
which provide great security
and faster time-to-market CAD
projects.

recovery features.

Founded by professionals
with decades of experience,
Antedata’s data storage solutions
fully integrate into the CAD
environment to ensure the safety
of design data.

•• virtual server consolidation

Syneto proved the best match
to fulfil Antedata’s need for an
innovative platform that easily
meets the demands of CAD
environments. Syneto is the
only European manufacturer
of data storage with integrated
virtualisation and disaster

Antedata, in partnership with
Syneto offers solutions for:
•• storage with PDM integration
•• shared storage for VMware
•• automotive part machines
•• Windows storage
•• disaster recovery
Antedata’s specialized CAD data
storage solutions can speed up
CAD workflows with Solidworks
integrations while making sure
data is safe against any disasters.
When Antedata approached
Syneto for their own storage
requirments, we were only happy
to help.

The Problem
Uncertain backups for
VMware virtual machines

Many operations at Antedata
which are vital to the company
run on a virtualised server
infrastructure based on a
VMware server. The two VMware
hypervisors host a mix of equally
important virtual machines
which, in turn, generate a lot of
data. This data is deemed vital to
Antedata’s business.
Without a smart backup and
recovery solution,VM data was
either resource consuming or
impossible to back up due to
the absence of the technology
necessary to interface with the
VMware hypervisors.
Lack of true Disaster
Recovery for their data

Sometimes, just backing up data

can prove insufficient. Simple
backups, “live” on the same
appliance and software instance.
If anything happens to the
hardware or software, all the
data is at risk.

all time.

This was the bleak scenario
facing Antedata. To provide true
Disaster Recovery, data must
be backed up in a smart and
fast manner and replicated to a
separate storage appliance. The
entire backup procedure needs
to be automated and highly
resource efficient.

Large amounts of storage
resources used

Slow data access time for
CAD project files

CAD 3D projects are inherently
complex, with thousands or even
millions of separate files. Besides
sheer size, reliable and fast access
must be provided to these files at

Antedata’s existing storage
capabilities did not provide the
necessary performance to meet
the needs of such a difficult data
situation.

Antedata generates a very mixed
data structure composed of
block level virtual machine data
and file level, complex, CAD
projects.
Handling this diverse workload
with traditional storage requires
huge investments in different
specialised hardware. Wanting
to circumvent a very costly
purchase, Antedata needed a
smart solution that could handle
a consolidated workload with
simplified hardware platforms.

The Solution
Provide fast backups with
VMware integration

Antedata has chosen a Syneto
Unified Storage 16 bay appliance
to accommodate their data
storage requirements. The
operating system on this product,
Syneto Storage OS, features
VMware integration which shares
virtual disks with the VMware
servers.
With VMware integration,
Storage OS stores the virtual
machine data and uses the ZFS
filesystem to provide fast and
incremental Backups to the
virtual machines hosted on the
VMware server. Their incremental
nature ensures backups are
always fast and easy to achieve.

Achieve true Disaster
Recovery capabilities

A second Syneto product, an
8 bay Office Storage is used to
receive replicated backups from
the main appliance.
With Storage OS, the entire
backup and replication process is
completely automated. Backups
are scheduled to take place on
their own at Antedata’s desired
time intervals.
True disaster recovery is
achieved with data backups
being replicated to a completely
separate storage appliance.
Replication takes place
incrementally and thus, very fast.
For VMware virtual machine
backups, memory consistency

is ensured by backups tacking
into account the VM’s RAM data
and by suspending on-going disk
writes.
Improve CAD speed with
SSD cacheing

The Syneto Unified Storage
chosen by Antedata is capable of
handling both the virtual machine
data on a block level from the
VMware server, as well as file
level data from CAD projects
and other sources.
As data access speed is essential
to CAD development, an SSD
cacheing layer, called L2ARC
was added. This layer of very fast
storage maintains “hot” data that
can be accessed a lot faster than
regular HDDs. Further, Syneto

Storage uses a regular ARC
cache in the RAM memory. ARC
caches track both frequently and
recently used data, making sure
needed data is always on hand
fast.

Save resources with Storage
Efficiency features

To address Antedata’s storage
resource consumption, Syneto
uses a set of advanced Storage
Efficiency features. These ensure
resources are allocated on

The Antedata integration diagram

a just-as-needed basis while
compressing and removing
duplicate data.With Data
Compression, Deduplication and
Thin Provisioning, Antedata can
make up to 50% better use of
their storage space.

“As Syneto partners we knew first
hand what the product can do. Though
our own installation was still a pleasant
surprise. Consolidation,VMware, Disaster
Recovery. All fast, easy and on a budget”
Alessandro Freddi | Antedata

Solution Components
••Syneto Unified Storage 16 bays with SSD cache
••Syneto Office Storage 8 bays
••VMware integration feature
••Active Directory integration feature
••Backup & Replication feature
••Solidworks PDM

About Syneto

Solutions
Syneto Storage can help you meet any data related goals within your
organization:

Here’s why Syneto is such a
reliable partner:

Data Archiving

Consolidate Data Storage

Deployment in 15 minutes

Data Backup & Recovery

Virtualize with VMware

Simple to use systems

Efficiency & Availability

High Availability Cluster

Great Tech. Support

Personal Data Cloud

Provide Cloud Services

Automatic updates

Accelerate CAD Projects

Windows Storage

No hidden fees
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